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Nagar Panchayat, Fatuha

t 
A.R. No.-1249hs-L6

(Period-20 t2-L3 to 2014-15)

Part-l

l INTRODUCTION

The accounts of Nagar Panchayat, Fatuha for the year 2OL2-13 to 2014-15 was test

audited by an audit party of O/o the Accountant General (Audit), SS-l cum Local Audit Wing,

Bihar Patna during the period from 11.08.2015 to L8.08.2015.

2 ADMINISTRATION

Sl.tNo. Name of Chairman Period

7. Smt. Sangeeta Devi OL.04.L2to 3L.72.20L4

2. Smt. Sheela Devi 01.01.14 to 31.03.2015

Sl.No. Name of Vice-Chairman Period

L. Sri Amar Singh Ot.04.72 to 31.03.2015

Sl.No. Name of Executive officer Period

7. Sri Kumar Anil Sinha 0L.04.72to O2.LL.L2

2. Miss Anju Kumari 02.11.L2to 27.02.2014

3. Sri Kapildeo Kumar 2L.02.20t4 to 3 1.03. 20L5

3 MEMBERS OF THE AUDIT TEAM

(i) SriSatya Prakash Singh, AO

(ii) Sri Dheeraj kumar, AAO

(iii) Sri Sangam Tiwari, Adr.

4 SCOPE OF AUDIT

A list of records and registers produced to audit party and test checked has been

furnished in Appendix-l(A) and another list of records and registers neither produced nor

maintained or produced in incomplete form has been furnished in Appendix-l(B)to the report.
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5 PREVIOUS AUDIT REPORT

ln spite of several requests and reminders

previous audit reports, the same was not produced

paras of previous audit reports is as under:-

Sl.No. A.R.No. & Year No. Of outstanding paras

L 321t993-94

period -L99L-92 to 1992-93

72

2 28/1998-99

period -1993-94 to 1997-98

36

3 s6/2004-0s
period -L998-99 to 2003-04

29

4 6sL/2OLt-72

period -2008-09 to 10-11

Non-compliance of outstanding paras defeats the very purpose of the audit. lt is

requested that Suitable steps may be taken for compliance of outstanding paras of previous

audit reports. Non compliance of outstanding paras defats the very purpose of the audit.

6 INTERNAL AUDIT

The (Rules 20,66,60, 30, 32,64to 66, 83,84 &L27) of Bihar Municipal Accounts Rules

1928 provides a number of internal checks, which would be exercised either by the chairman,

Vice-Chairman, Executive Officer or any other responsible officer entrusted for the purpose

by the commissioner at a meeting. Those checks were prescribed in the rule in order to have

proper control in maintenance, co-ordination and also to avoid serious irregularities in the

Municipal Accounts.

But no such checks as prescribed in the above rules were conducted by any of the

authorities of the Nagar Panchayat and non-adherence for want of that a lot of irregularities

were noticed, which have been discussed in forthcoming paras.

It is therefore, impressed upon the authorities to conduct regular checks to stop

recurrence of such irregularities in future.

7 Result of Audit

(i) Amount recovered at the instance of audit- zero

(ii) Amount held under objection- TAASqgql

(iii) Amount suggested for recovery- ( 5303240

\

for compliance of outstanding paras of

by the unit. The position of outstanding

(appendix- lll)
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PART.II

' sEcrtoN-'B'

PARA-I (al Non deduction of compensation for Iate completion of schemes.

As per clause 2 of condition of contract schedule XLV form No. 2L, BIHAR PUBLIC

WORKS DEPARTMENT compensation was to be deducted from the payments of bills for delay

in completion of schemes @Ll2%per day and maximum ol LO% of the estimated cost.

The test check of scheme files of UIDSSMT revealed that there was no deduction of

compensation for delay in completion of schemes was not made. A total sum of Rs

1059331.00 should have been deducted but the same was not deducted. Details as under:-

sl.

No.

Scheme No.

(Advert No.)

Estimated cost Due date of
completion

Date of
completion

Compensation

1 32113-L4 8468606 25.5.14 20.10.14 846861l,

2 72113-L4 156200 20.o3,L4 5.1.L.1.4 L5620

3 rs/13-14 623300 20.o3.1.4 25.04.L4 62330

4 161L3-L4 457600 22.03.74 05.11.14 45760

5 L9lL3-14 556000 11.09.14 15.10.14 s6600

6 2s/13-14 321600 20.o3.1.4 20.05.14 32L60

Total L059331

Audit comment / observation

Hence non deduction lead to excess payment to contractors. The sum of 1059331 is suggested

for recovery from person responsible.

The unit replied that this subject will be put before the board so that in future deduction for

late completion may be done.

The reply is not satisfactory as it does not clarify the reason for non-deduction, hence Rs

1059331 may be recovered from the person(s)concerned and relevant records may be shown

to next audit.

PARA-I (bl Non deduction of compensation for late completion of schemes.

As per clause 2 of condition of contract schedule XLV form No. 21, BIHAR PUBLIC

WORKS DEPARTMENT compensation was to be deducted from the payments of bills for delay

in completion of schemes @L/2 %o per day and maximum of t0% of the estimated cost.

There was no deduction of compensation for delay in completion of schemes. A total

sum of Rs 485363 must have been deducted but the same was not deducted on A/C of the

above. Details as under:-



Sl. No. Scheme No.

(Advert No.)

Estimated

cost

Due date of

completion

Date of

completion

Compensation

1 L (1/13-L4) 240000 9.11.13 09.03.L5 24000

2 2(!/13-L4l 228600 23.L0.13 1.11.13 LO287

3 3(1/73-L4l L22800 23.10.13 18.L1.13 L2280

4 6(LlL3-t4) 229400 23.10.r.3 01.11_.13 10323

5 Lo(1./13-L4) 232800 09.11.L3 18.11.13 t0476

6 tL(l/13-L4) 228200 23.10.13 15.11.13 22820

7 t3l7lL3-t4l 230700 09.11.13 15.11.13 692L

8 t4(1./13-L4) 230600 23.t0.L3 1_8.11.13 23060

9 ts'r|73-t4l 339500 23.10.13 18.11.13 33950

10 L6(1,1L3-74) 179800 23.10,13 18.11.13 17980

tt zL(t/13-L4) 469400 23.10.13 18.1L.13 46940

L2 23(t/13-L4l 225300 23.10.13 09.03.15 22530

L3 o6(uL2-131 146400 30.04.13 12.05.13 9516

L4 L6(L/L2-L3) 141500 30.04,13 21.05.13 14L50

15 2s{1,/72-131 67500 30.04.13 07.05.13 6750

15 28(L/L2-73) 34200 30.04.13 20.06.13 3420

t7 38(14-1s) 252000 23.72.L4 06.01.15 25200

18 16(L4-1s) 1.47800 06.01.15 L2.02.!s L4780

19 40(14-1s) 251300 11.01.15 06.02.15 25130

20 4L(L4-Ls) 253100 06.0L.L5 27.O2.L5 2s310

27 43(14-1s) 251200 06.01.15 06.04.15 25L20

22 s7(14-1s) 445000 26.03.15 05.04.15 44430

23 s8(14-1s) 499900 29.03.1s 2s.05.15 49990

Total 485353

Audit comment / observation

Hence, non-deduction lead to excess payment to contractors. The sum of 485363 is suggested

for recovery from person(s) responsible.

The unit replied that this subject will be put before the board so that in future deduction for

late completion may be done.

The reply is not satisfactory as it does not clarify the reason for non-deduction, hence, 485363

may be recovered from the person(s) concerned and relevant records may be shown to next

audit.

PARA-2 IRREGULARITY IN EXECUTION OF SCHEME (15233500)

Name of scheme:- Upgradation of Road from Sonaru More to Bazar Samiti Under UIDSSMT

Scheme

tt
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-Name of Agency:- Sri Devendra Prasad (contractor)

lEstimated cost:- 15233500.00

Work order:- No. 778 dated 28.L1.L3

Time allotted:- six months. (upto 27.05.L4l,

Date of completion:- 03.06.14

Delay of more than 20 days

Test check of file along with MB revealed that the scheme was executed by Sri Devendra

Prasad (contractor) at the total cost of Rs. 15554019. Paid after deduction of 6.66% as per

agreement Rs L451812.00

Comparison of Technical Report and Estimate

Item of Work As per TR As per Estimate Deviation

Length of road 1.439875 km 1440.109 meter

Height of Road 1.55 meter 1.50 Meter 0.15 Meter

Width of Road 7.5 meter 7,00 Meter in L242.38

Meter length

o.50 Meter

0.20 meter GSB Grade-2

over Earth filling

6.5 meter 4.8 Meter 1.7 Meter

0.20 meter PCC over GSB 5.5 meter 4.8 meter 0.70 Meter

There was much deviation in estimate from the Technical Report. There was no mention of

soil testing Report in TR. Moreover there was no mention of Traffic plying report also.

Audit observation/comments

1. Reason for deviation in Estimate from the Technical Report was not pointed out to

audit.

2. The reason for not having the soil tested before preparing the Estimate was not

pointed out.

3. The reason for not having the traffic plying report before preparing the estimate was

also not pointed out.

4. As such, the Technical Report and the Estimate was prepared without the soil testing

report and Traffic plying report.

Notice inviting Tender was done by the process of E-Tender
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4 Bids were received. The Technical Bid of M/S Devendra Prasad only full filed the provisions\'

of NlT. Rest of three technical Bids were rejected on the ground that they did not fulfil the

provisions of NlT.

MS Devendra Pd. was allotted the work below the BOQ unit (5.66%).

Audit observation/comments

1. When three out of the four technical bids could not be accepted /fulfilled the criteria

of the NIT then only one bidder was declared successful in technical bid. This resulted

in single tender.

2. lt was not pointed out as to why re-bidding was not done and was allotted work on

single tender basis.

Comparison of Estimate and Measurement Book:-

Item of Work As per Estimate Quantity as per

Measurement

Deviation

Construction of

Embankment

10913.91m3 10429.95 m3 483.96 m3 less

Construction of

granular sub base

1382.5 m3 L395.181 m3 13.681 m3 More

PCC 1382.5 m3 1396.181 m3 13.681m3 More

Providing local sand

filling in Foundation

129.61 m3 138.755 m3 9.145 m3 more

Providing BES 1-440.77 m2 1387.55 m2 52.56m2 less

The following irregularities were noticed in execution and payment of scheme:-

A- Non deduction of compensation for late completion of schemes.

As per clause 2 of condition of contract schedule XLV form No. 2L, BIHAR PUBLIC

WORKS DEPARTMENT compensation was to be deducted from the payments of bills for delay

in completion of schemes @LlT % per day of Estimates maximum of 70% of the estimated

cost.

There was no deduction of compensation for delay in completion of schemes. A total

sum of Rs 1523353.00 must have been deducted but the same was not deducted on A/C of

the above. Details as under:-



sl.

No.

Scheme No.

(Advert No.)

Estimated cost Due date of

completion

Date of

completion

Compensation

7 26/73-14 75233529
t r, ,

27.05.L4 26.09.74 1523353

w

Audit comment / observation

t. The reasons for none observance of the provisions of works department code was not

pointed out to audit.

2. None deduction lead to excess payment to contractors.

The audittee entity replied that this subject will be put before the board so that in

future deduction for late completion may be done.

The reply is not satisfactory as it does not clarify the reason for non-deduction, hence

the above sum of Rs1523353 is suggested for recovery from person(s) at fault.

B- Payment of carriage of material (?727891

The test check of scheme files of different grants revealed that a total sum Rs 372789 was

paid on account of carriage of material in schemes.

Statement showing carriage of materials on materials used in different schemes:-

Sl. No. Scheme No. Bricks Stone

chips

Metal

Grade

Q Sand Local

Sand

L, 26/L3-t4
UIDSSMT

22404 L25656 L84296 37474 9019

The Mines and Mineral concession Rules 1972 and Government vide letter No. 585

dated 2L.03.2007. Deptt. of Mines and Mineraldirected that carriage of materials will only be

allowed if the contractor submits challans along with M&N form for all the materials

purchased and used in the schemes.

Audit observation/comment

1. Neither challans nor M&N forms were attached in any of the files test checked in

audit.

2. The reason for making payment on account of carriage of materials without

submission of the above.

The Nagar Panchayat replied that after receipt of directions from the department steps will

be taken so that illegal mining can be stopped.

The reply doesn't clarify the reason for making the above payment, hence the above amount

of Rs 372789 held under objection.



PARA.3 INFRUCTUOUS EXPENDITURE ON LAND TAKEN ON LEASE FOR VEHICLE STAN*:

(136s00.00)

On recommendation of chairman Nagar Panchayat vide his report dated 18.04.05 The

Nagar Panchayat office signed a lease agreement of 10 kattha land with the land owner Sri

Vinay Shankar kumar on 27.07.05 for the operation of vehicle stand According to the

conditions of agreement land for vehicle stand was taken on lease at the rate of Rs. 1300 per

kattha per year for ten years duration and the lease amount was to be revised by 10 per-cent

after five years.

On scrutiny of concerned file it was found that a total amount of Rs. 136500 was paid

to Sri Vinay Shankar kumar for the lease of above sa.id land out of which Rs. 7L500 was paid

in the year 201L-12. The details of which are as under-

Sl. No. Ch. No./ Date Amount Remarks

L AOOO794/21-07-05 65000 First instalment for five years.

2 99L48s/LA-Lz-tt 71500 Last instalment with 10 per-cent

increment

Total 136500.00

No development/arrangement of vehicle stand qperation was done by the office on the

leased land till now. Vehicle stand remained in operational for five years yet the agreement

was neither revoked nor cancelled, instead inZOLL-L2 a second instalment of Rs. 71500 was

paid by the office for further five years which should have been avoided.

Audit observation /Comment

U Vehicle stand remained in operational for five years yet why the agreement

was neither revoked nor cancelled, instead in 20tL-L2 why a second

instalment of Rs. 71500 was paid by the office for further five years?

4 Why no development/arrangement of vehicle stand operation was done by

the office on the leased land till now?

The reason for non-settlement of Sairat was local/mutual dispute. ln future settlement will

be done as per rule.

The reply cannot be accepted as the Nagar Panchayat had taken no steps to settle the Sairat

by inviting tenders further. Moreover the Nagar Panchayat also did not make departmental

collection which deprived the Nagar Parishad from its fixed source of revenue. Therefore it

may be considered negligence of duty on the part of officials of the Nagar Panchayat.
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BARA-4 TRREGULARTTY rN SJSRY TRATNTNG

1R) sr-ocxAcE oF FUND Rs.2777os3.oo

While checking the status of unspent grants lying with the Parishad for the year, it was

observed that under SJSRY schemes Rs. L488853 was lying with nagar panchayat previously

and Rs. 3000000.00 was received through letter no. L1L3 dt.31.10.2012 from the State

Government for assisting urban poor in setting up individual/ group micro-enterprises for self-

employment under USEP and UWSP programme and also providing skill training to urban

poor under STEP-UP component. According to the guidelines the available fund was to be

distributed as under:-

STEP-UP -40%

USEP - 20o/o

UWSP - 20%

UWEP . LO%

ucDN -to%
According to the utilisation sent by the Office of Nagar Panchayat, Fatuha a total of

Rs. 1711800 was spent under STEP-UP programme. Thus a total of Rs. 2777053 remained

unspent upto 28.05 .2014 according to the provisions of this programme and hence blocked.

According to letter no 1916 dated 07-08-14 the balance amount of SJSRY was to be credited

to departmental account no-3891001200000040 with IFSC code PUN80292100 within a week

but the same was not done by this office resulting in its blockade.

(B) Diversion of grant (5.11 Lakhs)

As evident from above only 40% of the total grant received was allowed for STEP-UP

programme but in place of that 57.06%o was spent on this programme. ln this way a direct

appropriation /diversion of Rs.511800 was done. Therefore the circumstances responsible

and the reason for diversion was not explained in the audit.

(C) lrregularities in SJSRY

On scrutiny of files related with SJSRY it was found that two institutions namely-Uzma

Mahila Vikas Samiti and Samadhan Sewa Samiti were chosen for providing skill training to

urban poor under STEP-UP component in different trades like- Computer training, Tailoring,

Multimedia Training, Spoken English, Fashion Designing, Beautician Course etc. For which

they were paid Rs. The details of which are as under



Uzma Mahila Vikas Samiti

Sl.no. Date Cheque no. Amount

01 01.05.13 99L74L 256400

02 05.06. L3 Vr. no. L22 2s6400

03 03.07.13 99L745 462000

o4 10. L0.13 99L746 413000

05 03.03.15 Vr. no.3L9 7s2200

1540000

Samadhan Sewa Samiti

Sl.no. Date Cheque no. Amount

01 05.06.13 991743 144000

o2 03.03.15 Vr. no.320 216000

360000

Audit Objection:-

(1) A sum total of Rs 1900000 was paid to the above two institutions for imparting

training but utilisation of Rs. L900000 from the two institutions along with mode

of selection of suitable urban poor candidates, attendance register of trainees,

Vouchers of distributed toolkits along with rate of each unit and the total quantity

was not found hence the same may be furnished to the Audit'

(2) Assistance to urban poor in setting up individual/ group micro-enterprises for self-

employment was to be provided. Therefore total no. of self employed individual

along with the enterprises set-up by them may be furnished in the audit.

(3) What number of students submitted application form in the office of nagar

panchayat for training under different trades?

(a) What was the ground for selection or rejection or allocation of trades of their

training as per the provisions of letter no 927 A nodal officer was to be appointed

for selection of the NGO. The officer was to check ten points for the same. There

was no mention of above in the file and the documents supporting above facts

were not found in the file.

(5) The govt. provided rate for training under different heads. For this voucher was to

be submitted (payee receipt of instructor, rent of building and other overheads).it

may be pointed out that why payments were made on claim only without

vouchers.

(6) There was no rate approved/ issued by the govt. then on what basis the payment

for tool kit was made.

10
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- i (71 The items which were to be provided in the tool kits may be furnished in the Audit.

/ lt may be pointed out that why the total expenditure of Rs 1900000 may not be

held under objection.

ln the absence of above why total expenditure should not be kept

under audit objection it must be explained in the Audit.

The unit replied that ln regard to return the balance amount of SJSRY they have to say

that proper steps will be taken only after receiving the clear direction of government.

The reply is not acceptable as the government have issued direction through letter to the

units of ULB for return the balance of SJSRY.

PARA-s DIVERSION/ TRREGULAR EXPENDTTURE FROM 13TH F.C. GRANT RS. 19.96 Lakh

As per UD&HD, Govt. of Bihar, letter no -4713 dated 17.08.10 the grant of L3th F.C. was to be

spent on the following items:-

(i) Minimum 50% of the grant on solid waste management;

(ii) Providing drinking water through pipe line including its maintenance;

(iii) Providing lighting facilities on road and payment of Electricity bill paid for
supply of drinking water;

(iv) Construction of old age home/rain basera including maintenance.

Scrutiny of scheme Register of 13th F.C for the period under Audit revealed that many

schemes executed were not for the said purpose resulting in diversion / irregular expenditure

of Rs. 26L7646/- out of 13th F.C. Grant vide details in statement attached here with.

Sl. No. Scheme No. (Advt No.) Estimate Expenditure Type of scheme

L 77 (0L/t3-L4l 104900 104876 On hp Hand pump & vapour light

2 2L/72-13 155400 155439 Hand pump

3 22/L2-L3 34200 34200 Hand pump

4 241L2-L3 L34200 L33L74 on hp Hand pump & vapour light

5 2s/L2-L3 67500 66s18 Hand pump & vapour light

6 26/12-13 145100 14453L Hand pump

7 27 /12-13 198000 L97059 Hand pump

8 28/L2-L3 34200 34200 Hand pump

9 3OlL2-13 146300 L453L4 Hand pump

10 L0(02/74-Lsl 159500 159500 on hp Hand pump & vapour light

1,L L1.(02114-151 L52200 152000 Hand pump

L2 L3(O2/14-7s) 749200 99777 Hand pump & vapour light

L3 74(02/L4-ts) 40000 40000 Hand pump

L4 Lslc.zlL4-75't 149100 748774 Hand pump

L5 t7lo2/L4-7s) 200000 789272 Hand pump & vapour light

16 78(02/L4-1sl 200000 190972 Hand pump & vapour light

Total 1995606

11
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Audit observation / comments \r

Hence 1995606 reason is held under objection for taking up of the above schemes other than

the purpose specified in sanctioining letter of Govt. has not been clarified in audit.

The unit replied that the Expenditure has been made as per guidelines on drinking water and

provision of street lighting.

The reply is not correct as there is no such provision in the guideline.

The guideline provides for providing piped water supply but the expenditure was made on

installation of hand pumps instead of piped water supply schemes'

The guideline provided for payment of electricity bill of street lights but the

expenditure was made on installation which cannot be accepted.

PARA-6 HOLDING -TAX OUTSTANDING ON GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS RS 25.23.651.00

As per figures provided by Nagar Panchayat, Fatuha and it was observed that a sum of

Rs. 25,23,65L.O0 was outstanding on account of holding tax as on 3Ltt March 2015 on

Government Buildings as Holding Tax.

The details of the above are attached as an annexure in the report.

The exact year since the taxes are due on the Government Buildings was not intimated

to the audit through some records, but apparently it was told that taxes are due since.

Arrear Amount of Holding Tax till 2011-L2 :- Rs L6,48,977.00 (As per

Previous Audit report)

Tax due for L.4.2012 to 3L.03.2015 :- Rs 8,74,674.00

Net:- Rs 25,23,651.00

Audit Observations:-

t. The Holding Tax due of the Government Buildings due is Rs 25,23,651.00 the reason

for not imposing such taxes till date on these buildings may be pointed out to the Audit.

2. The Nagar Panchayat authority may please explain the steps taken in the period 2012-

15 to execute the imposition of Holding Tax on Government Buildings.

3. The figure of Holding Tax due was calculated in 2008-09 and since then no further

survey/estimation was done to cover new buildings and revised rates.

4. The administration of Nagar Panchayat Fatuha revealed that they have not yet noticed

the Government Schools and Colleges in the Nagar Panchayat territory for Holding Tax

collection. Reasons for the same may be pointed out.

ln this regard no reply was given.

72



PARA-7 PAYMENT oF CARRIAGE OF MATERIAL (t6.62 Lakh)

/' The Mines and Mineral concession Rules L972 and Government vide letter No. 585

dated 2t.03.2007. Deptt. of Mines and Mineral directed that carriage of materials will only be

allowed if the contractor submits challans along with M&N form for all the materials

purchased and used in the schemes.

The test check of scheme files of different grants revealed that a total sum Rs 1562111

was paid on account of carriage of material in schemes. (Details vide statement given below)

Audit observation/comment

1.. Neither challans nor M&N forms were attached in any of the files test checked in audit.

2. The reason for making payment on account of carriage of materials without

submission of the above.

The unit replied that after receipt of directions from the department steps will be taken so

that illegal mining can be stopped.The reply doesn't clarify the reason for making the above

payment, hence the above amount is held under objection.

PARA-8 lrregularitv in purchase of BOB-CAT machine (15.80 Lakhl

(A) Purchase of excavator machine in place of Bob-Cat machine (Rs. 1580000)

Purchase of a bob-cat machine was sanctioned from 13thFC grant by proposal no 3 of board

meeting no 31 of 27.t0.2011 Nagar Panchayat. Notice inviting tenders was published vide

letter no 156 dated 09.04.2012 for supply of one number of bob-cat machine. As per NIT a

draft of Rs 25,000 payable in favour of executive officer Nagar Panchayat office, Fatuha was

to be furnished as security deposit.

ofStatement ca material on materials used in different schemes

s1.

No.

Scheme No. Bricks Stone
chips

Q Sand Local Sand Earth

7. tlL3-L4 UTDSSMT 1_9502 9973 12396 13808 00

2. 9/t3-L4 UTDSSMT L2273 426L8 20486 13622 00

3. L2/L3-t4 U DSSMT 3351_ L2234 5880 3584 00

4. L3/13-L4 U DSSMT 4t7L 18805 8745 4420 00

5. L'/L3-L4 U DSSMT Ll446 50229 23575 13054 00
5. L6lL3-L4 U DSSMT 957L 44156 L8819 7L349 00

7. L9/L3-r4 U DSSMT 9833 36006 16853 11185 00

8. 2s/t3-L4U DSSMT 6605 6810 25856 L2019 00

9 32/L3-14 22510 7685L4 327704 30048 00
TOTAL 99263 989345 46031.4 113189 00

13
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. Only one rate quotation was received against the above NlT, K. Associates. No furtheS

steps were taken to call for fresh NlT. lnstead an excavator (in place of bob-cat) was procured

for Rs 15,80,000.

Against this purchase neither approval of the board was taken nor fresh NIT was

invited.

The approval for purchase of bob-cat was given by the board on the ground that size

of the bob-cat is small and therefore it can clean the narrow lanes and sub-lanes of the Nagar

Panchayat Fatuha. Despite the approval ofthe board forthe purchase of bob-cat the staff and

authorities of Nagar Panchayat did not comply by the board decision and purchased another

machinery without any authoritative powers. This purchase of machinery which didn't fulfil

the purposes for which the board decided to purchase a bob-cat.

(B) Loss due to non-deposit of DD (Rs 25.000)

ln compliance to NIT No. 156 dated Lg.O4.IOtZa DD (No. 185234) of Rs 25,000 was

furnished by the supplier of excavator, M/s K. Associates. The authorities of the

Nagar Panchayat Fatuha did not deposit the above demand draft in bank, this

resulted in a revenue loss of Rs 25,000to the Nagar Panchayat. lt may be explained

in audit why the above amount may not be suggested for recovery from person(s)

responSible.

(C) Non-deduction of Vat

As per section 40 and Rule 28 of Bihar VAT Act 2005, if the suppliers submit Form C-

lll then there won't be any deduction of VAT from payments related with purchase

of items. However, on scrutiny of file related with above purchase it was found that

the supplier didn't furnish the C-lll form but the amount of VATto be paid was not

recovered from the supplier. Hence the amount of Vat i. e. Rs. 74286 is to be

recovered from person(s) responsible for the above payment and is to be sent to

commercial tax department.

The unit replied that.JCB was purchased in place of bob cat, post facto approval of

the board will be taken.

The reply cannot be accepted as the purchase was neither approved by the board

nor by the empowered standing committee. Moreover, the purchase of different

machine was done. Therefore the total expenditure on the above is held under

objection.
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-@_BLOCKADE OF GRANT (ss.87 LAKHS)

/As per rule 343 of Bihar Financial Rule Part-|, if no expenditure is required from grants

received for special purpose then the same is to be surrendered/ returned to the govt. as it

is.

The Government has relaunched various new schemes after merger of older schemes and

made provision for transfer of the unspent amount of old schemes to the new ones for

expenditure. During the test audit of accounts of Nagar Panchayat, Fatuha it was found that

the unspent amount of such schemes was neither returned to the government nor the non-

operative schemes were merged. Details below:-

Sl.no. Name of subsidiary cashbook Balance amount

1 Grant to be given to rickshaw puller for the
purchase of rickshaw 102t29

2 IDSMT 2470246

3 SJSRY 26s1778

4 Census 24tlz
5 MLA Fund Handpump 336848

6 Amount for purchase of tractor trailer 1988

Total 5587091

ln some of the above heads like, MLA Fund Hand-pump, Grant to be given to rickshaw

puller for the purchase of rickshaw, IDSMT and SJSRY the above mentioned amount of grant

is blocked for many years. Because of the above blockade of grant the objectives for which

the grants were given could not be fulfilled. The reason for the same was asked in the audit.

ln this regard no reply was given.

PARA-IO lrregularities in Settlement

(A) Settlement of shops situated between Fatuha Chauraha and South Sheeshameel

An agreement was signed between Nagar Panchayat Fatuha and Surendra Gope S/o Sri

Jhoolan Gope, Nohra Fatuha for the settlement of shops between Fatuha Chauraha and

South Sheeshameel. According to the agreement highest bidding amount of Rs 129100 was

deposited by the highest bidder. As per the rent receipts the rent collection was initiated

on L.4.2OL3 but in accordance with government order letter no 2773 dated 20.07.2009

settlement was cancelled by official letter no. 238 dated 7L.4.2O13 and Rs 125553 was

sanctioned for payment to the highest bidder after deduction of Rs 3537 from the annual

settlement amount. But due to carelessness of employees total amount of the annual

_ settlement was paid to Sri Surendra Gope S/o Sri Jhoolan Gope, Nohra Fatuha as a result
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of which the Nagar Panchayat suffered a loss of Rs 3537. Hence Rs 3537 was suggested fo'\

recovery from the employees responsible for the same.

(B) (B) Revenue loss of LGLTO incurred because of non- settlement of Shops

Nagar Panchayat Fatuha every year used to do settlements of Sulabh Shauchaalay in the

Block premises and of Stall-Shops nearthe Pun Pun river bridge. The previous year (20L4-

15)the above settlements brought revenue of Rs 14700. As per the decision of the board

in the current year with an increment of t1%o, this settlement has to be done at Rs 15L70

but due to the sheer carelessness of the Panchayat employees the same was not

implemented causing a revenue loss of the aforesaid figure. Hence Rs 16170 was

suggested for recovery from the employees responsible for the same.

(C) Loss of revenue of Rs. 814200 due to non settlement in spite of order of the higher

authoritv.

Site for bus stand in Fatuha was selected in the meeting held on 29.L0.2O07 under the

chairmanship of commissioner, Patna division, Patna. During meetings held between

08.10.2007 and L2.L0.2007 for review of Nagar panchayats of State under the chairmanship

of Principal secretary, Urban Development and Housing Department it was decided under the

powers assigned by Bihar Municipal Act 2007 that Bus stand, tempo stand, ghats and other

miscellaneous subjects which were previously under the jurisdiction of Zila Parishad, is to be

settled by urban local bodies. ln this regard directions have been issued by Land Reforms and

Revenue department and Urban Development and Housing Department. But on scrutiny of

files related with settlement of bus stand it was found that at first the settlement of bus stand

for the year 2013-14 was done for Rs. 407100 but later on it was cancelled without any reason.

As a result the Nagar Panchayat incurred a loss of Rs. 814200 due to non settlement for two

years i. e. 20L3-14 and 2074-L5. Hence the reason why the above amount may not be

recovered from responsible employees was asked in the audit.

The unit replied that the reason for non-settlement of Sairat was local/mutual dispute. ln

future settlement will be done as per rule.

The reply cannot be accepted as the Nagar Panchayat took no steps to settle the Sairat by

inviting tenders further. Moreover the Nagar Panchayat also did not make departmental

collection which deprived the Nagar Parishad from its fixed source of revenue. Therefore it

may be considered negligence of duty on the part of officials of the Nagar Panchayat.
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BARA-1l LOSS OF GOVERNMENT REVENUE OF RS 13.02 IACS rN THE FORM OF

/neotsrnenou /nen

As per the rules 6 of aBihar Communication Towers and Related Structures Rules 201.2' that

a sum of Rs 30,000 and Rs 8,000 to be imposed as Registration Fees and Renewal Fees on

annual basis on all Communication Towers established/erected in the jurisdiction of the

Nagar Panchayat.

As per the details/figures provided by Nagar Panchayat a total sum of Rs 1302000 is due on

the Mobile Towers whose details are attached in the annexure.

Additionally, 'Bihar Communication Towers and Related Structures Rules 2012' states that

on all such Communication Towers who are fitted with extra antennas other than the ones

mentioned/registered with the Nagar Panchayat has to be charged 600/o of the net fees paid

by them.

Again, as per the 'Bihar Municipal Property Tax Rules 2073' the land lords or the owner of the

buildings on which the Communication Towers have been placed have to pay Property Tax

for commercial use.

Audit Observations:-

L, The Nagar Panchayat was not explained the reasons for not collecting Rs 1.3.02 lacs

from the Communication towers in spite of thefact that it is pending since 2007 and

the reason for not charging their owners for Property Tax for commercial use of the

land/building.

2. The Nagar Panchayat administration can explain the steps taken so far for the

imposition of aforesaid fees and taxes on Communication Towers? Also it may be

pointed out that why no fine or penalty was charged on them for not depositing the

amount till date?

The unit replied that the companies owning the tower have been given notices and

notice regarding the same has also been published in the newspapers for depositing

the same. Steps are being taken for collection.

As the money has not been collected by the Nagar Panchayat the same is suggested

for recovery from the tower owners.

PARA-12 OUSTANDING HOLD!NG-TAX AMOUNT AS ON 31.03.15 RS 1..23 CRORES

During the scrutiny of Hoiding-Tax collection in the period 20\2-75, the demand and

collection data provided was as below:-
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Demand as on 31.03.2015 including .-:

Arrear and current dema.nd of the year- Rs L,32,46,796.00

Total Collection of 201,4-15:- (-) Rs 9,91,348.00

Outstanding tax amount as on 31.03.2015 is Rs 1,22,55,448.00

ln the period 2OL2-t5 only two tax collectors were employed by Nagar Panchyat on contract

basis(4% commission), but the fact that only 7.48% of the Net Demand of the current year

was collected shows lack of efforts towards revenue collection and working hands.

ln this regard no reply was given therefore the above amount is recoverable.

PARA.13 IRREGULAR PAYMENT ON DAILY WAGES RS. 3992774.00

State Government vide their letter nos instructed Local bodies not to engage labours on

daily wage.

letter no. L23L dated 05.05.1992. Further vide letter no. 852 dated 2L.02.2008, it was

instructed that sanitation work to be outsourced and for that quotation was to be invited.

Despite this the Nagar Panchayat engaged sweepers on daily wages labours during the year

2OL2-15 and a total sum of Rs3992774was paid as wages to them during 2Ot2-15. (Appendix-

il)

Audit observation / comments

Reason for engaging daily wages labourers against Govt. instruction was not clarified

in and it.

The unit replied that proper direction has been requested from department after which steps

will be taken.

This reply is not acceptable underobjection tiil it hence payment of 3992774 held ex

post facto sanction by the Govt.

PART.II!TAN

TAN- 1 NON-REALISAT|ON OF REVENUE tN THE FORM OF H9LDING-TAX. RS 14.24 LACS

As per the demand and collection data provided by the Nagara Panchyat, Fatuha a total sum

of Rs 1,32,46,796.00 was the net demand as on 31.03.2015 (arrear+current demand of the

year) from a total of 7385 Holdings in the Nagar Panchayat territory.

However as per the Census 2OLL, the total holdings in the Nagar Panchayat Fatuha were 8179.

The average collection due from a total of 8179 holdings was Rs. t793.74, amounting to Rs

L,46,7L,028.00 which implies the rest of the holdings could have contributed a tax sum of Rs

3.4,24,232.00.
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ZAudit observations:-

o The reason for ignorance towards a revenue collection of a figure as big as Rs 14.24

lacs was not explained to the audit.

o The Nagar Panchayat was not explained the efforts put towards the imposition of

taxes on the remaining 794 Holdings( as per census 201,1)

o Nagar Panchayat may also clarify what is the current number of total Holdings in their

territory as on date.

The unit replied that after assessment of the holding which is not within the taxation

net will be brought under taxation.

TAN-2 Non Submission of qualitv certificate in execution of schemes

During 2OL2-t5 in Nagar Panchayat, Fatuha payments were made against vouchers submitted

in schemes of different funds, i.e, BRGF, !2th FC,l.3th FC. According to the directions of the

government, quality test of every schemes of municipal body is to be done by Executive

Engineer, Quality Control.

But in Nagar Panchayat, Fatuha all the payments were made without quality tests.

The reason for such payments made to the contractors without the quality certification was

not made clear in the audit.

The unit replied that Certificate of quality is being taken.

TAN-3 HEALTH AND EDUCATION CESS NOT REMITTED TO GOVERNMENT ACCOUNT. RS 9.39

LACS

Nagar Panchayat, Fatuha collected health and education cess at the rate of fifty percent

of holding tax amounting to Rs. 10,43,677.50 during the years 2OL2-L5. As per existing order,

the collected amount on account of health and education cess has to be credited to State

Govt. concerned department after deducting tlo/o as collection charge, but Nagar Panchayat

has failed to do so.

Which resulted into loss to state revenue to the tune of Rs.9,39,309.75 for the period under

audit as under:

Year Health Cess Education Cess Collection charge

@ LO%

Loss to State Govt. Revenue(Net

Cess - 10% of Cess)

20L2-L3 223267.50 223267.50 44653.50 401881.50

20L3-L4 1649L9.7s 164919.75 32983.95 296855.55

20L4-L5 133651.50 133651.50 26730.30 240572.70

Total:- s2L838.7s 52L838.75 104367.75 939309.7s
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Attention of the authority is drawn towards to take necessary steps to remit the sait\

amount Rs. 9,39,309.75 into the concerned head of Government account.

The unit replied that after assessment/calculation it will be sent to the department.

TAN- 4 MUNICIPAL LICENCES.

Chapter XXXVII of the Bihar Municipal Act, 2007 provides for Municipal Licences

without which certain activities could not be carried under Municipal limits.

Section 342 deals with premises not to be used for non-residential purposes without

Municipal Licenses. The Act provides altogether 337 Nos of purposes for which premises may

not be used with.out a licence or written permission

Section 343 requires the Chief Municipal Officer to maintain two separate registers of which

(a) One shall contain premises wise information of non-residential user, indicating the

uniqe premises number, if any assigned under this Act and

(b) The other shall contain such information, on the basis of different non-residential user

groups for factories, warehouses, medical institutions, educational institutions, and

such other uses, as may be provided by regulations'

Section 344 provides for Municipal Licence for Private Markets'

Section 345 Requires Municipal Licence for sale of flesh, fish or poultry.

Section 346 Provides the prohibition of unlicensed activities

Section 347 deals with power of Chief Municipal Officer to stop use of premises used in

contravention of licences.

Audit observation /Comments

There were a number of activities being carried out which require licences.

1. Out of 337 numbers of purposes requiring licences, the Corporation has issued no

licesence for any purpose.

2. The registers required under section 343 were not being maintained.

3, No licence required under section 344 and 345 was issued.

4. Powers under section 347 not used.

5. Early steps may be taken so that the licences required under the Act are being issued

and Municipal revenue is increased.

The unit replied that ln future effective steps will be taken so that more and more revenue

can be generated.
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TAN- 5 Tax on advertisements.

- The Bihar Municipal Act 2007, Chapter XVll, under section 145 to 152 provides for Tax on

advertisement other than Advertisement in newspapers and Licence fee for advertisement

spaces. Tax on advertisements has not been imposed bythe Nagar Panchayat, this is causing

recurring lose to the Municipal Fund.

Early steps may be taken for fixation of rates of Tax on advertisement.

The unit replied that afterthe approval of rate bythe Board advertisement tax, steps will be

taken for realisation of the same.

TAN- 6 Deviation from Bihar Municipal Propertv Tax Rules 2013

The Government of Bihar, UD&HD brought a gazette vide Letter No.

s(to)frfru-ts/20L2-7138/UD&HD Dated 08.05.2013 notifying all urban local bodies to

implement the 2013 Property tax Rules for collection of property and other taxes wherever

applicable on holdings including constructed area and vacant lands.

The gazette with Rule 4 subrule (xii) clearly mentions that the Annual Rental Value for

calculation Property Tax for all other buildings which are for purely residential purpose shall

be made by a multiplication factor of L.5.

Again, the Property Tax Rules 2013, through Rule 9, directs the Urban Local Bodies to

impose Vacant Land Tax on unoccupied area/vacant lands within the jurisdiction of the

Municipality.

Rule 10 of the same Gazette recommends reassessment due to change in classification

of roads, type of non-residence use , occupancy and any other changed factors and revise the

rates of the Holding Tax.

Audit Observations:-

L. lt was observed during the scrutiny of Holding Taxes through the Hand Demand

register that Nagar Panchayat is deviating from such obedience of aforesaid rule. The

calculation has been made with multiplication factor of 1.

2. There is no imposition of Property Taxes on vacant lands in the jurisdiction of Nagar

Panchayat Fatuha.

3. The Administration may explain to the Audit when was the last assessment done and

reasons for not doing so (if the case may be) was not explained.

The unit replied that Steps will be taken for rectification.
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7 DISCUSSION WITH THE EXECUTIVE

The audit objections raised during the audit were discussed with the executive at regular'

intervals,

8 GENERAL REMARKS

There was much scope for improvement in the maintenance of records and registers.

All the amount either grants or its own sources were kept in a single cash book but neither

the subsidiary cash book (head wise) was maintained nor closing balance was analysed. The

important and basic records like demand and collection register of holding tax, advance

ledger, grant register, annual accounts, assets register, log book of vehicles etc. were not

maintained. The percentage of collection of taxes/fees or other own sources was very poor.

Effective steps may be taken to improve the maintenance of accounts and increasing of its

own sources.

DHEERAJ KUMAR
(Assistant Audit Officer)

-Approved-

Deputy Accountant General (S.S-l)

-Cum-

Examiner of Local Accounts, Bihar
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-:i' APPendix-l (A)

List of records and r

1) Cashbook of 13th FC, BRGF,4thSFC and other heads ofaccounts.

2) Bank Passbook %Of above cashbooks%.

3) Scheme Register (Of above Schemes) and Scheme files.

Appendix-l(B)

List of records and registers either not produced or not maintained or produced in

incomplete form

1) Receipt and Payment Account.

2) Annual Account.

3) Grant Appropriation Register.

4) Monthly Progress Report.

5) Utilisation Certificate.

5)Asset Register.

7) Advance Register.

8) lnternal Audit Report
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APPendix-lll

\ Result of Audit

(para-7 part-fr

sl.

No.

Para no. Amount suggested for
recovery

Amount held under

objection

Amount recovered at

the instance of audit

L Part ll(B)Para 1(A) 1059331

2 Part ll(B)Para 1(B) 485363

3 Part ll(B)Para 2(A) 1523353

4 Part ll(B)Para 2(B) 372789

5 Part ll(B)Para 3 136500

6 Part ll(B)Para  (A) 2777053

7 Part ll(B)Para 4(B) 511800

8 Part ll(B)Para 4(C) 1900000

9 Part ll(B)Para 5 1995606

10 Part ll(B)Para 7 L662171.

L7 Part ll(B)Para 8(A) 7505714

L2 Part ll(B)Para 8(B) 25000

13 Part ll(B)Para 8(C) 74286

74 Part ll(B)Para 10(A) 3537

15 Part ll(B)Para 10(B) L6t70

t6 Part ll(B)Para 10(C) 814200

L7 Part ll(B)Para 1-1 1302000

18 Part ll(B)Para 13 3992774

Tota s303240 L4854347
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